




South harbor of  Helsinki is one of the most spectacular places in the city. It will be so good to have nice place 

here to spend time in different weather conditions and seasons. We would like offer to build a kind of urban 

plaza which called “The museum of fish”. The name is a bit allegoric, because this place is not a real museum. 

It is a kind of art. The main aim of art is exposing subject in special way, when the audience can feel the 

emotions and the essence of subject. Here human can merge with nature, and especially be affected of the 

power of water and fish. The form is symbolizing flowing exterior space, which is also emphasized by the 

wave on the facade. Also form can be interpreted as antagonism between a storm and dead calm or 

concurrence between two waves that face each another. This is a form which uncovers the element of sea in 

different ways. 23,5 degrees inclination of walls is the same as the Earth’s axial tilt. 

  

“The museum of fish” will be much more significant than museum of Guggenheim, mostly because of its 

native character. There will be situated aquariums with coldwater fish species. Because of this we should not 

heat water. In exterior and interior the wood is mostly used. There are colored pine tree decorative elements 

on the facade with plant character. It is the traditional Finnish material, which will also provide an eco 

sustainable design.  

  

This urban plaza is going to be rather more attractive for tourists than museum of contemporary art.  In 2012, 

Finland received 7.6 million foreign visitors. We can see the percentage of international tourists and compare 

purposes of their visits. According Statistic Finland visitors from Russia made up the largest visitor group. 

Forty-seven percents of the visitors, or approximately 3.6 million visitors in total, came from Russia. Due to 

social researches there are such aims of Russian tourists:  

  
 



The final destination of tourists from Russia  

Buying goods 
or services 

Rest 

Helsinki is located on the coast of the Baltic Sea and has many kilometers of coastline, most of its central 

districts are near  

the seaside. So tourists most likely want to spend their time in the harbor. There are a lot of reasons to 

choose 

‘The museum of fish’.  
For example:  

- Finnish cuisine that includes fish.  

- Relax within nature(in the bad weather and winter also).  

- Pools for somebody who don’t like ice swimming. 

- Finnish traditional sauna 

- Amusements(different tunnels through aquariums with fish).  

- Good place for children.  

- Shop with fish-related production  

 



- It is a kind of cognitive rest : the interior will be decorated with different exhibits of fish, its anatomy, natural 

habitat and history of fishing. Also fine park will surround the building with enormous sculptures of skeletons 

of fish, that are hanged among the trees – such thrilling place for walking. 

  

It is good organization of commercial activity which includes fish market, pools and traditional Finnish sauna 

that attract visitors and brings money. As it was mentioned there can be shop with production which is bound 

with fish, fishing and water. 

  

So, it is much favorable to build “Museum of fish” instead of the Museum of Guggenheim. Now it is just 

conception, but if you appreciate this idea it can be advanced and this plaza will be a real tourist Mecca which 

would also become one of the symbols of Helsinki.  

 



Fishes in the park  
near ‘The museum of fish’ 








